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2. 

Introduction. 

Much has been written about Hamilton and its i"Imnediate 

vicinity. Some studies are historical in nature, other.s are econo

mic and several are geographical. However there have not been any 

complete and detailed geographical treatments on the subject. There 

is still much tm say about the physical and the human environment 

and how on~ was modified by the other •. Unfortunately the topic is 

so extensive that i .t cannot be fully and adequately treated within 

the limits of this work~ Instead, a subdivision of Hamilton has been 

chosen • . We took as our study area the Western districts known local

ly as West Hamilton and Westdale (1). This are~ is limited· on every 

side except the East by the city limits. The Eastern border is f0r

med by a railway which runs approximately North-Scuth and which see

med quite convenient •. 

West Hamilton seems very interesting indeed. In some ways, it 

reflects man's work upon nature and, in others, the influence of the 

environment on man himself. In certain cases, est Hamilton appears 

very uniform and integrated and, in others, it seems very heteroge

neous •. In some places, it looks self-sufficient and, in other places, 

it does not. West Hamilton is a product of very intriguing forces. 

In that sense, it resembles most urban centres in a new country such 

as Canada. 

{l). This terminology, being somewhat ambiguous, us. been repl'aced 

by more adequate names for the purposes of this thesis. The term 

11West Hamilton" shall be understood to include the entire study area. 

"Westdale" will refer to that section which is North of Main §ta:-.eet 

West and "South-West Hamilton" to the section South of Main street 

West (see map #8 page ). 
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3. 

It is therefore our purpose to make a detailed geographical 

description of the result of the interplay between nature and· man 

as seen in West Hamilton. We hope to demonstrate how and why this 

urban centre looks so interesting. 

In chapter one, the general physical background and the setting 

of West Hamilton will be r eviewed. Next, in chapter two, we will 

study the historical development. Keeping in mi nd the influence of 

the physical landforms and history, the present land use will then 

be described in detail along functional lines. Chapter four will 

attempt to point out some of the problems which affect West Hamilton. 

In view of these developments we will try to form a synthesis in 

tracing the future trends of the area. Finally, a summary will 

conclude this thesis • 



Chapter one: 

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY • 

... 
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5. 

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

I. Setting, 

One of Canada's largest urban centres is the city of Hamilton. 

Ranking sixth in the Canadian urban hierarchy, the city proper has 

a population of about 250,000 which occupy the extreme Western end 

of lake Ontario, some fourty miles South-West of Toronto and West 

of Niagara Falls.. . (See fig, 1, page 6) , 

The greater part of Hamilton is found on a lowland which bor

ders lake Ontario. This mildly rolling lake plain is bordered by 

a very steep escarpment, the Niagara escarpment or, as it is known 

locally, the "Mountain". It is found some three miles inland from 

the lakeshore in Hamilton but in other areas winds further away from 

the lake, At the very head of lake Ontario, there are two sub-paraI

lel sand bars which enclose small bays as may be seen on fig, 1 on 

page 6. The smaller bay which is to the West is known as Coote's 

Paradise or the Dundas Marsh. The larger body of water is called the 

Burlington Bay, Macassa lake or even the Hamilton Harbour. 

West Hamilton is found immediately to the South of the Dundas 

marsh, The greater part of the area is flattish except for several 

gullies along the marsh and a ravine which runs Eastward and then 

turns Northward~ It is this last valley, the Chedoke valley, which 

forms an approximate Eastern physical limit to West Hamilton. The 

Western border runs along a similar, but deeper, depression, The 

Niagara escarpment forms the Southern limit of the study area. 

II, Physiography and glacial history, 

In explaining the present landforms, 8:' short description of 
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the late giacial history of Southern Ontario will be necessary be

cause the majority of the physical features of West Hamilton have 

resulted directly or indirectly from glaciation. The main exceptions 

include the Niagara escarpment and the. Dundas valley which are pre

glacial features. 

During the last glacial epoch, the Pleistocene, a huge glacier 

covered all of Southern Ontario. When the Wisconsin ice sheet a~ is 

called the last of a series of continental glaciers, started to melt, 

it split into two major lobes, the Ontario-Erie lobe to the South

East and the Kawartha lobe to the North~West (1). These ma~ses of 

ice are responsible for many landforms which are seen to-day in 

Southern Ontario including kame moraines and drumlins some of which 

lie immediately to the North-West of West Hamilton. Other features 

include spillways. The Dundas valley, as was said above, is pre-gla

cial but it served as a spillway and was therefore somewhat modified 

by fluvio-glacial waters. This stream eroded parts of the upper val

ley but deposited sediments in a delta at its mouth. It is upon such 

flat lying sediments that is built West Hamilton. The glacial waters 

then entered lake Iroquois, the immediate predecessor of lake Onta

rio ( fig. 3, page 9.). 

Lake Iroquois was different from lake Ontario in several ways. 

One was that its level was about 115' above the present level. Thus 
~ 

the lowlying till plain which borders lake Ontario was submerged. 

Another cause for difference is that the outlets were along the Hud-

son-Mohawk gap instead of the St. Lawrence valley which was still 

covered with ice. 

As the glacier kept on melting, the St. Lawrence river was freed 

(1). Chapman and Putnam. Physiography of Southern Ontario.(1951) p.25. 
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and the level of lake Iroquois fell considerably below the level of 

lake Ontario. Therefore, much of the land which had been previously 

under water became dry. Lake Iroquois, however, had left many de

positional features such as sandy beaches and gravel bars • One of 

these bars is visible on fig. 4, page 10, just to the North of West 

Hamilton. It rises to about 100 1 and forms a divide between the Bur

lington bay and the Dun~as marsh. Lake Iroquois also deposited much 

finer clays on the lakeshore plain which includes, for instance, 

that section of Hamilton below the Niagara escarpment and East of 

the study area. Streams coming down from the interior have conside

rably dissected this mildly rolling plain as well as the fluvio-gla

cial deltaic deposits at the mouth of the Dundas valley. West Hamil

ton was not affected quite as seriously as the areas to the North 

and West even though quite a few gullies as the Chedoke valley were 

eroded (Illus. 1, page 13). These features are visible on the con

tour map on page 8 (fig. 2). The main part of West Hamilton however 

is quite flat except for the lower slopes of the "Mountain" which 

is an erosional feature srising to about 300 1 above the general level 

of the plain. 

Later on still, the continental ice mass slowly uncovered all 

of Canada gradually releasing the land from its immense load. As a 

result the land began to rise. The level of the outlet of the· St. 

Lawrence waterway rose as well causing the level of lake Iroquois, 

or Ontario as it may be called now, to climb to its present stage. 

In rising, lake Ontario has obviously covered some of the lakeshore 

plain. The mounting waters invaded the lower sections of the stream 

eroded valleys to produce a typical §tlbmeP~ent shore .•. This accounts 

for the presence of open waters and swamps in some of the lower sec-
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tions of the gullies in West Hamilton. They are good examples of 

drowned river mouths. 

That section of the lakeshore plain in the Western lake Onta• 

rio region is often referred to as the Iroquois piain (Ai'ter Putnam 

and Chapman);, it includes the narrow corridor upon which Hamilton 

was originally built. On the whole, it is rather gently rolling 

and may have swampy areas in the depressions in between the hummocks. 

Lake Ontario, finally, has its own erosional and depositional 

activity which has built-up the low (it is less than 25' high on the 

average) but long bar at the head of lake Ontario, forming the- Ha

milton harbour. 

To summarize therefore, West Hamilton has been built on a nar

row flat corridor made of fine alluvium. The plain to the West has 

been eroded into gullies by streams from the interior.- West Hamilton, 

however, was only mildly affected during this period of erosional 

activity after the disappearance of lake Iroquois. Later, as the ge

neral water level rose, some of the g:ullies became drowned giving 

eventuallw rise to marshes. There is only one stream of any impor

tance which crosses the study area and that is the Chedoke creek. 

II], Climate. 

Cl[matic conditions often have important effects on urban cen

tres. For example, the rigour of a climate may restrict the growth 

of a city. However, when one has a moderate temperate climate some

what modified by the Great Lakes, there is little to worry about. 

This is the case of West Hamilton. 

There have been no tornadoes, even though some came fairly close, 

and the few hurricanes that hit the area have lost so much intensity 

in moving over the land that they take on the aspect of a severe. 



Illus:. 1. 8-treams have often eroded:~ the fluvio
glacial deltaic deposits of West Hamilton into 
depressions such as the Chedoke valley shown 
here. 

Illus. 2. West Hamilton was once covered with 
lacustrine waters which have deposited many 
features which include sand bars such as the 
one shown here. Note the neat sorting of sands 
and gravels and also the resistance to erosion 
of certain beds. 

13. 
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storm more than a typical hurricane. These come in from the East 

but the prevailing winds are from the West and the South-West. 

The average temperature for the year is 46 degrees F. The col

dest months are January and February (23 degreesF.) and the warmest 

month is July with a temperature of 71 degrees F. (see appencUx A). 

The total precipitation per annum is 30.9311 and its distribution is 

fairly even (see appendix B). 

More important to an urban centre is the amount ofi snow that 

falls, its intensity and its distribution. Large snowfalls may pa

ralyze communications and leave any area without food. Fortunately, 

this seldom happens in West Hamilton • January is the whitest month 

with 16". of snow on the average. This is sufficient to cause minor 

traffic tie-ups but no serious stoppages. On the average, there are 

about 13 days with measurable snow on the ground in January. 

As a whole, West Hamilton has very few problems due to fog. 

To summarize, the study area falls into a humid continental 

climatic type characterized by warm summers, relatively cold winters, 

as well as a moderate precipitation evenly distributed throughout 

the year. 

IV~ Vegetation. 

Given such climatic conditions and considerEng the physiography 

of West Hamilton and Hamilton in general, two types of vegetative 
p 

cover could have been seen before thay were modified by man. In the 
,)11/.lS 

poorly drained areas, only tall~ were growing. The Chedoke valley and 

and other similar marshes were said to be a "heavenly rendez-vous 

for slb.ch animals as wolves and rattlesnakes.n (1). 

(1). After: Page and Smith. Historical Atlas. (1875). 
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On higher ground, a mixed type of forest was growing. Trees 

such as the white pine, white and red oak, birch, elm and a variety 

of maples were very common. Other native species include the sweet 

chestnut, hickory and black walnut. At a much later date, tulip trees, 

sycamores, sassafrass and flowering dogwood bushes were introduced 

from the Carolinas in the United States of America (1). 

As Hamilton expanded however, nearly all the original vegeta

tive cover was removed and most of the marshes were either drained 

or filled up. However the original forest and marsh were kept in 

one area as a ncrown Game Preserve 0 and that is around the Dundas 

marsh. The area forms part of the Hamilton Royal Botanical Gardens. 

Here may be seen wildlife flourishing in its almost natural habitat. 

Indeed there are at least 20 types of fur bearing animals·, 500 va

rieties of flowers as w~ll as a wide selection of trees. The marsh 

itself is still a sanctuary for more than 300 sorts of birds and, 

until recently, hords of mosquitoes that infected Westdale! 

V. Depth of drift and soil formation. 

In an urban study soils are somewhat less important than the 

bedrock upon which they rest • . ~alr_ structures, for example, cannot 

be erected on sand for the danger of sinking. Massive buildings 

need ·a sound foundation on a bedrock or a parent material capable 

of resisting the compressive force of the building. 

Drillings indicate that over most of Hamilton the bedrock is 

60 1 to 80 1 below the surface. There is however a 400 foot deep trough 

of pre-glacial origin which runs East-North1'East along the axis of 

lake Ontario·. The Western end of the trough runs along the Dundas 

valley immediately to the North of West Hamilton. However, it does 

not differ from the rest of the bedrock, which is shale, in that it 

{l). The Hamilton Spectator. 14 August 1954. 
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i :s covered with glacial till which is in turn overlain with alluvial 

sediments. 

We·: find that over most of West Hamilton, the soils have deve

loped from fine brown sands of deltaic origin. Over such areas; the 

soils are stonef:ree sandy loams .•. The profile is relatively deep as 

the parent material' or C horizon, is about 25tt to 35n below the 

surface or the z.one of humus accumulation (Ao:/:. ~ The soilJ_ is thus 

productive even though it tends to be sometimes slightly impermeable. 

In contrast to the moderately heavy sandy loams, the Eastern 

limit ~ West Hamilton is characterized by muah lighter soils which 

often tend to be too- sandy and gravelly. Such soils have developed· 

on the · bea·ch deposits of_ glacial lake Iroquois • As a . result, drai

nage tends to be excessive. The profile is shallow and poorlTde

fined. Thus·, the · soil~ here are poor agriculturally speaking. 

In summary, the soil~ ove~ the greater part of Wemt Hamilton 

are able to support intensive cultivation and it i:S: only on the: 

sandy soils that poorer conditions are met. (Illus. a, pag~ 13). 

VI. Summary •. 

West Hamilton, , an integral part of. the greater city of Hamilton, 

is an urban district located on a narrow and flat plain of deltaic 

origin at the Western extremity of'. lake Ontario. It is encircled to 

the South by the Niagara escarpment, to the West and East by ero

sional gullies and to the North by the Dundas marsh. 

The physical landforms of West Hamilton are. indirectly due to 

glaciation and directly due to fluvial sedimentation •. As a re.sult 

the features of the land are smooth despite _ some erosion during the 

late part of the glacial epoch. ·Fine sandy loams are found over 

most of the area even though some sandy soils have developed' on 
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beach deposits of glacial lake Iroquois. 

Endowed with an appropriate temperate climate and genenall~ 

fertile surroundings, West Hamilton was originally -covered with 

a mixed type of ded:iduous forest. In the., poorly draine~ sections, 

only tall grasses .were, and are, growing. 

· On the whole, the vegetation and the soil conditions which 

are .somewhat interdependent are re~ponsible to the rate of precip~

tation for their development. Fortunately, the distributmmn of pre

cipitation i~ even throughout the year. 



Chapter two:. 

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT •. 
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HISTORICAL· DEVELOPMENT • 

Although West Hamilton's history ·as an urban area is not very 

extensive, it is necessary to look back through thawhol~ period ot 

European settlement at the head of the lake: to fully appreciate- its 

legacy frpm the past. 

I. Thes Indian periad and the: .. Pioneer days. 

The present site of. Hamilton was used as a meeting place by 

Indians long before the coming of white men. It is known, for exam

ple, that the Neutrals, and later the Five Nations:, had villages e

rected here. The head of the lake was already a focal point from 

which diverged·· several trails. 

In the 167ors, the French explorer La Salle discovered Macassa 

l ake, o:r as it is better known to-day thee Burlington bay,, but the 

f irst European settler was Robert Land who, in 1778, built a cabin 

here to escape from the madness of a Franco-British war on American 

soil (1). He was followed around 1790 by other settlers but none-. of 

them found-' the land too promising because of their inex:Rerience in 

a frontier outpost. &ome of them moved to the top of the escarpment 

but, by doing so, they found thems:elves .. cnt oi"f from their sources. 

of supplies= on the lakeshor@ :ea which .. aceess was difficult •. Ev.entual

ly, they returned to the main ~tllement below. 

The men were in a new environment and had to adapt themselves 

t o it. The old Indian trails which used the relatively narrow corri

dor along the lake became as widely travelled by the Europeans as~ 

by the natives. Some of the trails in fact became streets at a later 

(l'). MabeTi Burkholder, The Story, of Hamilton. (1938). 
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da:te •. Such include ~brk street which heads for tme· ~ Iroquois sand-

bar and King street::which/\Eastward and Westward to the interior. 

The pioneer$ who, at first, had been hunting for a livelihood

slowly turned to agriculture. They saw that the soiis were fertile 

if cleared and drained • . More settlers were then attracted. Among 

them we find George Hamilton, the . true father of the city named af

ter him. The settlement, however, was not the only one here. Dun

das, Ancaster and Stoney Creek were already booming villages. Dun-

das, located at the very head of Coote•s . Paradise, , was the most im

portant of the three; because of its location at the head of navi

gation for small boats, it played the role of a distributing cen

tre. Ancaster, an inland settlement, owed its growth to the presen

ce 0f a fresh water spring while Stoney Creek, ·located on a trail 

to the East o·f Hamilton, , prospered thanks to a mill built on the 

stream of the same name. It is worth noticing at this point that 

West Hamilton was not used because of its location somewhat off the 

0 beaten tracks". 

By 1B17, Hamilton haa -i30 houses and a population of 800 (1) 

and, when George Hamilton died in 1836, quite a sizeable tract of 

territory had been incorporated within the settlement (f1g. 5:; page 

21}. 

A type of keen competition had developea among Dundas and Ha

milton. Both were agricultural villages which acquired a certain do

minance through commercial activities in the handling and distribu

ting of such essential goods as household wares and agricultural 

implements. Dundas was favoured for a time. The building of a canal, 

the Desjardins canal, leading from Macassa. lake through Coote's 

(.1). The Hamilton Spectator. 20 March 1954. 
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Paradise was to give Dundas the required egge over Hamilton. This 

failed however because Dundas was not located on the main overland· 

routes whi-ch used the Iroquois sand bar and thus passed through 

Hamil ton. In the early 1850' s ·, a railway built precisely on the sa

me bar caused the biggest boom yet in Hamilton. By now, because they 

were by-passed by the railway, Dundas and the other surrounding 

communities began to fal~- back behind Hamilton which was continually 

expanding despite some minor business slumps. It was for instance 

i n 1849 that the first section of West Hamilton was annexed · to over

come a rising population pressure. But it was not until the turn of 

the century that this area was settled ih any serious way because it 

was cut off from the main part of the city byl the Chedoke valley. 

The clima~-- of this era was perhaps reached in 1856' when the 

city of Hamilton, with a population of 27,000, aspired to become 

Canada's capital • . A few years later, unfortunately, the "B1g0BmuJ.pJ>"' 

set i"h (1863). It was a nation wide economic recession which had 

resulted from inflation. Many of Hamilton's stores and workshops 

were closed. The population which had continually been rising sunk 

to a low of about 17,000. 

II. The period of stagnation: 1860-1914. 

There ensued a period of stagnation followed in 1875 by slow 

recovery. But it was not until 1891 that Hamilton began to expand 

territorially again (fig. 5, page 21). The ten year slump had marked 

the death blow to any reaaining hopes for Dundas to surpass Hamil-

ton. 

The recession caused many small firms in Hamilton to close 

down which factor somvwhat precipitated the coming of the modern 

metropolis in that the industrialists looked to another source of 

income which they found in commerce. Local cmmpetition between 
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two railroads, the Grand T.runk Railway and the Great Western Rail

way, kept the city .alive. Furthermore, because of its location on 

the Mississipi-St. Lawrence trade routes, Hamilton, as an entrepot, 

trans-shipping and distributing centre, benefitted from the commerce 
~ 

on this lane which carried, among other things, steil goods from 

the American industrial heartland. The American heavy industries 

were crbtaining their iron ore from the upper lake Superior ranges 

while the coal was mined in Pennsylvania. It was believed, quite 

rightly, in Canadian circles that a similar iron and steel industry 

could be set up in Southern Ontario. Hamilton seemed the ideal site •. 

It had a land protected harbour which could be developed to accomo

da te large ore varriers; it had a good labour supply and was near 

most urban markets. Only coal had to be impo:Cted from fGrei:g_n coun

tries. BY 1895, a .steel mill was built in Hamilton. In turn, other 

light manufacturing_ and transformation plants were attracted. Slow

ly therefore, Hamilton began to expand anew. 

As may be noted on fig. 5 (page 21), the city's expansion at 

this time was entirely Eastward. Any Westward movement was stopped 

short by the Chedoke valley. Most people were reluctant to develop 

what was to become West Hamilton because of its communication handi-

cap , a handicap which had its roots in the very physical features 

of the land. !he only people that inhabited West Hamilton were far

mers engaged in market gardenning. By 1912, Ottawa street was the 

Eastern limit of urban growth while, to the West, Paradise road was 

still the border as it had been for the .. past 60 years. 

III. The period of development: 1914 to the present. 

By 1913, about 89,000 people lived in Hamilton • . By 1939, it 

was to be about 160,000 (fig. 6, page 24). During this relatively 
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s-hort period, the city of Hamilton grew very rapidly., It was also 

at this time that Westdale and South-West · Hamilton were settled. 

Plans had -been made as early as 1913 to relieve the pressure 

of population by settling the ilnmediate Eastern access to West Ha

mil ton which was to be divided into a rectangular pattern of streets. 

Paradise road, Macklin, Carling and Adelaide streets had already 

beitti laid out. It is interesting to note that the development which 

was undertaken took place North of Mai~ street West as much of the 

s-ea. to the South is oc~upied by t:he vall'ey of the Chede>ke creek. 

(See fig. 8, page 31). 

Of equal importance as well was the planning of the site bet

ween, and including, McMaster university: and Longwood road for parks 

and superior residential suburbs (fig. 8, page 3I). This is how the 

Hamilton Royal Botanical Gardens and Westdale started. The initial 

plan, which was realized only recently, was impressive but develop

ment was slow because the first World War (1914-18) took up most of . 

Hamilton's energy. Nonetheless, by 1930 when McMaster moved here 

from Toronto, Westdale was beginning to shape up with its radial

concentric arrangment of streets. Yet, it was as true that "it was 

still possible to pick wild strawberries on Whitton road·! Sterling 

street was only a wagon track passing through long grassn. (1). 

Whilw Westdale was . planned as a · 11nit, the section of land to 

the South-West of it was developed spontaneously for two main rea

sons. One is that a- railway was built here causing industries to 

spring up alongside. Secondly, it was a demand for more modest homes 

than in Westdale, accompanied by population pressure, that favoured 

the develop~ent of the area despite some resistance from the local 

farmers who saw their valuable land being gradually engulfed in an 

(1). The Hamilton Spectator. 27 March 1951. 
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urban tide. It was not until the 1950's that some more extensive 

planned developments were undertaken by private concerns. 

Stres~ has been pla~ed on the fact that Westdale: was planned 

and South-West Hamilton unplanned because the present street plans 

and house types reflect this situation. The land use map (fig. 7, 

back cover) examplifies the case. Westdale stands out particularly 

well as a unit integrated by its street pattern whereas South-West 

Hamilton shows a more haphazard arrangment. The more recent develop

ments can be noted, as regular rectangles, at the extreme South

Western end of the map. 

In West Hamilton, there are two events, among others, which 

are worth mentioning. Both took plave in the 1930's and both have 

had important results• One was the erection of McMaster university 

and the other, the .Wesxdaie secondary schools. 

As early as 1857. the Hamilton D1rectory stated that ttthere is 

no university but one was expected shortly". However it took about 

60. years to have this dream realized. In 1910 in Toronto., the board' 

of governors of McMaster university, which was a Baptist. sponsored 

college, considered-moving the university from its crowded quarters 

on Bloor street to a more suitable site. Hamilton had been mentioned 

as early as 1912 ih view of its available land. Finally, it was de

cided by the board under chancellor Whidden to move to Hamilton, 

the city having offered 42 acres af land formerly~ held by the Royal 

Botanical Gardens. , In 1929, the cornerstone of Uhiversity Hall, the 

main building, was laid bY;· Viscount Wellington, Governor General 

of Canada (1). The first session in Hami l ton and the 4lst for the 

university saw a relatively high enrolment. The number of students 

(1). Saturday Night. 1 July 1939. 
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attending the university has since inc reased steadiIW except during 

the Second World ar (1939-45 ).~ Si milarly, the university has been 

continually expanding as new buildings have been added •. 

In 1957, a bill formally ended the denmminational controi_over 

McMaster. Hamilton College, which had been established a few years 

earlier as a separate schooI, was joined to the university and the 

Divinity college was installed "as a separate but a;ssociated ihsti-

tlil.tion. m 

The Westdale secondary schools were built ih 193]~ The schnol 

builddmg_ __ cavers z_ acres and there are 9 more ac.res . of playing field ~ . 

Whereas_ McMaster· ·university had been •i:1-mported tt• tu Hamil ton, West-.

dale collegiate had ~ been erected out 0f sheer necessity. cm a site 

that was believed to serve best the surround~hg area. Thrs was thre 

11Eri ti sh Empire 1 s largest~, composite school n (1). Such a fact gave 

much pride to Hamilton, so much in fact that it made Ontario's Pro

vincial Secretary state the fali£owing_ anecdote on the o.ccasion 0f 

the opening ceremony: 

"Ehvious~: citizens from Toronto used to say that one could tell 

a citizen from Hamilton, but that one could not tell him much!". (2). 

In addition to. being a seat of learning offering accomodations 

fox about 1500 students, Westdale collegiate has also a beautiful. 

concert hall which has bean recently renovated (August 1958). 

Both McMaster university and the :.vestdale secondary:,- schools 

were important in that they helped to open the area. Sterling ave

nue, for example, was built to reach the university from tge East. 

$1.fuilarly, a telephone service has been extended in 1930 to inclu

de McMaster • . Eurthermore, many a Westdale home was bought by pro

fessors from both the college and the secondary school. F1nally, 

(1). The Globe and Ma.)l~ 9 M:ay 1946. 
€' 2,1 . The Hamilton _Snectator. 2!i- January. 1931. 
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the presence=: o.f the college greatly fucreased-" the value of the :. ad-· 

jacent : prop~rties • . In o:ther words, it was a chain reaction, ·one 

element attracting another. 

During the last twenty years, West Hamilton has not been resting 

on its laurels as new expansion programmes have been, and are, 

continually undertaken. The only development scheme whi~h does not 

add many assets to the area was the addition of wooden army barracks 

in South-West Hamilton at tl!e close of the Second World Wa.r. A.t the 

time, , these housea were quite suitable to lodge the tide of retur

ning soldiers. But the baaracks were meant to provide_tremporary 

shelter and unfortunately, some Qf them have been kept even unti]_ 

to-day. Despite this development, West Hamilton has_ nevertheless 

almost ideal residential qualities, goGd commercial services, some 

modern light industries . which have been recently introduced, beau

tiful surroundings and:; aust frea. alr .~ Ihdeed ~ thi:s i ls one of Hamil

tDn 1 s finest districts~ 

IV. SurmparY. 

The influence of the p~ysical site upon the development of 

Hamilton is vital. Thanks to the arrangment af the sand bars, the 

lakeshore plain and the Niagara-1 e:scarpment, the city i's located at 

the focus of transportation routes. The development of the harbour 

between tile Ontario and Iroquois sand bars has added much impetus 

to the commercial and ihdustrial1. traffic. 

In the case of West Hamilton, it is also transportation which 

has at first slowed?; then fostered the development of the area. 

Firstly, a1depression in the presence of the Chedoke valley has 

prevented for a time the settling of the flattish lands beyond" it. 

But once the valley had been conquered, West Hamilton formed a trans-
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portation corridor between the city itself and the areas to the 

West. This overland pass is limited to the North by the Dundas 

marsh and to the South by the Niagara escarpment which, incidently, 

has never been conquered here by roads in contrast to other places 

further East. 
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THE PRESENT LAND USE., 
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Bacaus e of! the complexity of the_: land use · ih West Hamfl ton, 

the.; subject will~ be treated her~alfter on a functional bas-is such 

a-s::: residential, c.ommercial or industrial. 

E • . IJemograph;z:i~ 

In studying the land: use pa:ttern, it is advisabla.ta make a 

remark or twa_ a;tbout the city dwell'er, . hi"s-_, per so ali ty, his ethnic. 

origin as welr as his profession. 

just as ih many other Canadian urban centres, the population 

or -west Hamilton is fairly mixed.~ This mixture nevertheless sees 

aadominance by people of British origin who were actually the first 

settlers . of West Hamilton. Most of them are enga~ed to-day ih adfni

nistrative, commercial or industria~ enterprise$ throughout Hamilton 

and across_. peninsular Ontaria. 

The rest of' the population is composed of several minority

groups whllch entered West~. Hamilton mostly ih the period aften~ 1930 .. 

They include many wealthy Jewish businessmen as:: wel]] as a host of 

Eolish, Russian, Italian, French, 1 Dutch and German "new Canadians". 

The latter are usually labourers eYen thoug)l"a smal~- proportion 

~ them are white collar worker11For_· even industrial managers .. 

In other words, all classes of society are well represented in 

West Hamil ton. There are, severa.IJ_ of:i Hamil ton's . more·.'; important bu

siness leaderS3 as ... well as many industrial' workers. Each group: de-p

ends on the.- other .. for its li velihoo:d · and one could not go on with out 

the other. 

II. Residentia-1 districts. 

In reviewing the appearance ·and the importance~ o:f the rasiden-
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tial dis:tric.ts.) , freq-µent reference should be made to the land- usa 

map (fig_. 7., back c:.over:) •. Here. aa resident:tial; classification has) 

been used fu part on real estate. valua· and to some extent aI.so on 

the geographical location 0£ the dwel111ngs with regard to va~ious 

p}lysical and cultural factors:. The real estate value is based upon 

the distance between the houses~ their a~chitecture, the age, size~ 

layout a$ welr a-s the .. landscaping of the property. The physical 

factors o.onsidered ihcJ.ude orientation with regard to the sun, 

slope of the land, amount of surrounding vegetation, proxfmity to 

lakes, rivers, natura.:ir parks and so on. Among the cultura~ factors, 

such things must be included· as proximity to. s~hools, business 

districts, fa"Ctories, public utilities and man-made parks. The:. re

Slllts which have been obtained do not necessari]Jy agree with offi

cial _assessments. - They depend mostly upon the reason and: the intui

tion of the surveyor. 

All the factors:, were given numericaL values and thus a · classi

fication has .. been obtained whereby superior homes would have a com

bined value o~ more than 50,000 Canadian dollars (1958 value) •. First 

class homes ought to range between $50,000 and $25,000 whereas. se

~ond class homes are priced above $10,000 but below· $25;ooo. Below 

$10,000 and above $1,000 a:re -. third clatss homes. A slum occurs when

ever the combined financial value fallls below $1,000. 

ln the case of apartments whicg araof course places ·of re-

sidence, , all the abeve figures have been multiplied by a coefficient 

of. 10., 

Using this classification, , a c-0mplete survey of West Hamilton 

was made in the late Summer 1958. A:s- ·a result, it was found that 

severa:ll distinct regions could be recognized~ . 
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a. The L.Qllgwood-Paradise road district. 

The Longwoon-Paradise road distri ct is located in the North

East ~West Hamilton. It is bordered: to the West and ta the North 

by the Hamilton Royal Botanical Gardens, to the East by the city 

dump and ' to. the South by King street~ West. The main artery, which 

is .Longwood road; runs North-South forming a good axis of symmetry 

to the area. Found.' here is an almost continuous alignment of small 

single family homes. Each house is set about 10 to 15 feet back from 

the sidewalk. Almost each haa its garage and at least~- 9CJ; of them 

a-re very well kept' so well indeed-~ that here and there a-re, severa-I 

dwellings· which were designated as first class. There is also a small 

cluster o:f first class. homes to the extreme North-East · (fig. 8, 

pagee31). Thes~are new houses built in 195~ • . Usually they are so

mewhat larger than the rest of the homes in this district having 

about 8 rooms on the average •. Also, their ranch or split level sty-

1·e makes them look quite modernistic. 

There are also a vertain number of third class homes. These 

dwell1ngs may not be smaller than the adjacent houses but tha lots 

on which they are built are. The number of third class homes. is 

comparatively small' , however. 

The majority of the houses a~e . made of red bricks. Each house 

has only 6 to 7 rooms~ an the average, a number however which is 

adequate for the average family •. The people living here are mostly 

small businessmen, professional men and o:ther white collar workers~. 

Their income varies according to their position but most people_ in 

this district are corrfortably off iin a financial sense. Their places 

of' employment, which vary a great deal, are scattered throughout 

the city of Hamilton. A few find employment in business firms out-
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side the city as far away as Toronto. 

On King street~-. West,- there are a few apartment buildings lost 

on commercial developments. Nonetheless, the above generalizations 

apply to the apartment dwelrers as well. 

b. The No.rth end • . 

The next residential district to be discussed is actually 

composed of two areas. both of which are North of King street West·.; 

but one is: separated from the other by McMaster university. Both 

areas are limited tb the North by the Hamilton Royal Botanical Gar-

dens. 

In this region, it is the first class residences which domina

te. rt is here as well that are found the only "superior" mansions 

o:f. West Hamilton. 

The houses are all stately, made of red, yellow or greyish 

bricks • . All are very wel~ kept, Their larger size - about 10 rooms

makes them suitable for larger or wealthier families. Most buildings 

have two or more stories, However, _ there are a few ranch style; ho

mes with only one floor ih the Mayfair crescent area as is pictu~ 

red on illus. 51(page 37),, These are new homes built since the 

1950 1 s whereas the others are relatively older some of which dating 

as far back as the 1920 1 s, The lots, in all cases are appreciably 

~ larger than in the Longwoad-Paradise road district, Sometimes a 

triple garage can be seen here and there. This entire district 

appears very green because of the numerous trees and cm the whole 

looks very prosperous. 

University professors, wealthy businessmen and industrial ma

nagers are found living here. The superior district is occupied 

almost exclusively by Jewish businessmen. The ethnic stocks elsewhere 



Illus. 3. Cfull1es have developed in many p~a
ces on the fluvio-g~acial plains of West Ha
mil ton. Depressions as the one here have pre
vented the regular spread of residential dis
tricts but have attracted gpod housing. 

Illus •. 4. A first class apartment building. 
Many such newer residences have been built 
along the main thoroughfares. 



Illus. 5. A-superior dwelling. Secluded; this 
attractive ranch style building i ·s one of se-
veral around~ Mayfair crescent. 

Illus. 6. This._, type of single family house is 
typical of the areas bordering King and Main 
street West., Its age, size and upkeep makes it 
ar_~ second class residence. 
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are more mixed:~- Except f -or the colleg_e professor;s, most mfi'" these; 

Reople work ih dbwntown Hamilton~ 

A feature oi' thi:s _ a-rea, barely noticeable in the Longwood-- Pa

radise road district, is the high number of university students 

who are accomodated as roomers during the academic year •. Usually, 

they,: are corrmting from various parts of Canada and the United States. 

Their presence is always welcome not so much for financial reasons 

as because many of the houses are too. large for the families living 

ih them. 

A special note must be made concerning the section <rlf' this dis

trict tit> the West of McMaster uni ve:rrsi ty. Here, iJt is not really 

the size and the upkeep~ of the dwellings that attracts attention 

but rather the more modernistic designs. Q~ite obviously, the en

tire area i ·s a new development. Most houses were built in the post 

World War II period. 

On the whole, the more or less homogeneous_arrangment of first 

class homes f _ocuse-s on McMaster university and the Hamil ton Royal 

Botanical Gardens. The land adjacent to these sites is more highly 

priced because it is assured to have pleasant and yet secluded -. qua

lities which are ideal for residential purposes. The same also holds 

true for other features such as gullies as examplified by the depres

sion at Sterling and Forsythe avenue& (fig. 3, page 36) •. 

c, The King-Main district. 

The third district i -s more extensive than the first two. It 

extends from the city limits Ea•twards as far as Paradise road· • It 

1·s bordered to the North by King street West and to the South by 

Main street 'est~ This area is again divided into two sections by 
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the Hamilton T"eachers 1 College and an extension of the Hamilton 

Royal Botanical Gardens. 

Here are found mostly second class homes with a mmnmrity of 

first class dwellings. This intermingling is typical of a transi

tional ~one between the better and the P.oorer districts. Whereas 

in the previous two regions, there is much uniformity in the value 

of Homes, here, on the contrary, elegant manors stand side by side 

with clean but visibly more modest houses •. Large lots are scattered 

among smaller ones. Yet, this heterogeneity is the unifying factor 

for the area. 

Few valid generaliz&tions can be made though it can be pointed 

out that most houses are built of brick and though the architectural 

styles are varied, there are also entire blocks of identical se-

cond class houses as on Thorndale street. The monotony of grey streets 

is often broken up by trees growing either along the avenues or on 

private properties. On the whole it must be admitted that the effect 

is rathe;r pleasing. This is examplified an illus. 6 (page 37). 

A.s far as the property owners are concerned, there is some

what less variation. There are a certain number of professional 

folks a~ well as businessmen, office employees and a minority of 

factory workers. Some are employed in the main part of the city, 

less work in West Hamilton and very few are self-employed. There 

is also a certain number of students roOllling here. When they leave 

at the beginning of Summer, their rooms are rarely rented out to 

other people. In other words, most home owners live con;ortably and 

do not have to sub-let one or more of their rooms. 

d; The ~Iain-Stroud road district. 

The next aistrict which stands out is located South of Main 
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Illus. 7. Housing in a third class district. 
Such homes are found mostly near railway tracks 
in South-West Ha~ilton. 

lllus. 8. Identical second class_. houses, even 
in some newer developments, always look mono
tonous. Shown above is a portion of 8arling 
street. 

4IL • 



:tr .. . The lower slopes of the "Mountain''. 

The sixth subdivision i 's located South of t he C. N. R.-T.H.&B. 

railway tracks and extends from Leland to Bowman street. 

The ar ea is made homogeneous due to an invariable array of 

third class homes borderimg the lower slopes of the Niagara: escarp

ment. Row housing, on small lots, is quite common. A general di r ty 

appearance is in evidence, even though there are some cleaner sec

tions closer to the f1Mountai'n~' Very often, as on Ward avenue, se-

veral families live in one wooden building. Further S.outh, there are 

mostly fairly pleasant cottages housing single families. 

In some areas, ther e are no sidewalk& and"one seems to be -wal

king in a country village and not a metropolis. The larger g_~rdens, 

near the escarpment, lend some freshness.:· to the general atmosphere, 

however this is not sufficient to relieve the general depressing 

feeling that is often conveyed. 

Yet not much can be done by the local residents who are often 

foreign born because of their modest financial resources. Most of 

them are common labourers whn are often hard hit by the fluctuation$ 

of the business . cycle. 

g, The . new developments. 

The last distric~ in West Hamilton to be discussed is located 

at the extreme South-Westel}n corner of the city of Hamilton. It is-. 

one of muddy streets without sidewalks ,:a sn\f'ini'shed· homes) , sitia~ll o

trees andc- s~l:opihg J:a:w·~ r 'S onre" r~~t1ohJ> tra'V"e ~ ·b~,en_, c'ompleted'~ ... anet .. J.n;.. ~~ 

d·eed look very attractive (illus. 9, page 43)., however many other 

sections are still in the making. Because of the existing conditions 

at present, many a property which would otherwise have been uprated 
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Illus •. 9. Modern split level dwellings are com
mon in the new surveys of West Hamilton. Many 
o-f them are still unfi·nished indicative of ra
pid expansion. 
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was placed in the second class. Given time, some modifications 

should be in order and several homes could even be set aside as 

first class. 

In September 1958, the rate of development was very rapid and 

i~deed beautiful homes were being erected, decorated or eccupied. 

Most were being bought by small businessmen, white collar workers 

as well as a few industrial workers. 

Further North, near the junction of highways #8 and #2, are a 

few older homes which date back to the 1900•s. These are slowly 

being demolis~ed to be replaced by more modern homes. 

h1 Summary. 

Residential developments in West Hamilton present a pleasant 

and varied picture. Three major zones of residential suburbs can 

be distinguished. One, to the North-West around McMaster universi

ty, includes the first class homes. The second zone which is en

circling the previous one is xtransitional containing various classes 

of houses., whereas the third one, in the South below the nMountain", 

is almost entirely third class. 

This arrangment is not a matter of accident but is the result 

mainly of two reasons, one being purely physical ih nature and the 

other, a cor ollary perhaps, being cultural. 

The physical reason is rather simple. It has to do with the 

natural beauty of the area surrounding McMaster university and the 

Royal Botanical Gardens. Also the somewhat dissected landscape which 

would be of little use to other concerns offers much privacy to 

residen~il quarters. Furthermore, there mre no smeme producing 

factories ih the vicinity and the air is appreciably cleaner. 

The cultural reasons are more diversified. One is that Westda-
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Ie-,was a p~anned development and certain sections had been set aside 

for superior residential ftU.rposes. Also the main thira class sec

tor is comparatively older. Parts of it had already been built up 

by 1914. Finally, the fact that· ffi ramlway crosses the ~rea is a fur

ther detriment to the residential value despite the fact that, fur

ther North, a branch line of the same railway without adversity to 

the adjacent residential districts. 

III. Commercial districts. 

a2 Wlllolesale. 

West Hamilton has only one wholesale commercial establishment. 

However, the commodity which is being sold cannot be considered as 

an everyday necessity, far from it, as it is dew worms. 

b. Retail. 

Among the retaml stores, two major concentration centres may 

be considered in addition to a series of scattered secondary, or 

neighbourhood, stores. 

For the purposes of this thesis, all the commercial enterpri

ses have been classified according to their real estate value. The 

factors which were used for criteria are similar to the ones des

cribed earlier in this chapter with regard to the residential dis

tricts with some changes. For instance, whereas a secluded district 

would be better f~r residential purposes, most commercial enterpri

ses, on the contrary, would be better off on a busy thoroughfare. 

Accessibility therefore plays the main role. 

Once more, mathematical means have been used to evaluate the 

potential value of the properties and so, two categories which cor-

respond to the better and the poorer stores have been obtained. A 
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critical value of $12,000 has been used as the delimiting factor, 

this being the real estate · value below which a store would be con-

sidered as second class. 

The first of the two major commercial centres is located at the 

focus of several streets and it is commonly referred to as " N'estda

le". Its boundaries cannot be exactly defined but, for the purposes 

of this thesis, it shall be understood to include the amalgamation 

of stores on King street West from Sterling steeet as far as Macklin 

street · (fig. 7, Back cover and ffg. 8, page 31). 

Among the ' more important stores must be included several gro

ceries including two ~odern supermarkets, which compete against each 

other, as well as other smaller stores . Both supermarkets, one being 

operated by the Dominion co. and the o.ther by the Loblaws co., ser

ve their immediate surroundings. The Loblaws store seems to at act 

more customers from the better districts while the Dominion super

market has a more mixed clientele. The reason has to do with the 

respective location of the two stores. Loblaws is located on King 

street across from N~rth Oval whereas Dominion is on King street 

West at Paradise road (Fig. 8, page 31). 

The remaining stores are more varied. One store specializes in 

frozen foods. Still, along the same line, Laura Secord, a famed lo

cal candy store, has a branch here as well. Other establi shments 

include barber shops, cleaners, television and record retailers, 

several clothing stores, hardware stores, furniture retailers, drug 

s-tores and magazine stands. On the entertainment side there is one 

theatre appropriately called the nwestdale 11
• This cinema is not very 

.; 

prosperous however; just like any suburban theatre it manages to 

survive thanks to a double bill and a lack of loval competition 

apart from home television. Gas stations, restaurants and banks 



Illus. 10. Shown here is the commervial core 
of Westdale . Note the variety of stores. 
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are well represented also. Two real estate agencies, as well as an 

insurance company, conduct their affairs here too. Finally, for the 

tourists.: and the collectors, two gift shops add to the above varie

ty (illus. 10, page 47). 

Therefore, Westdale has only commercial enterprises dealing in 

the more essential commodities. Lacking are, for -example, the lar

ger departmental stores. The common client will usually be confor

table to well off financially speaking., This partly explains the 

presence of the antique stores as well as the Laura Secord shop, 

none o~ which being entirely necessary. It is therefore evident 

that W1estdale residents go to the downtown section for much of their 

shopping. 

As far as the distribution and the nature of the Westdale stores 

are concerned, one or two remarks may be forwarded. The location 

of most stores does not need any explanation as their presence is 

quite obvious. Reference is made here to the banks, groceries, res

taurants and so on, all of which cater mostly to local residents. 

A final remark has to do with the relative value of the Westdale 

shopping centre. As may be seen on fig. 7 (back 6over), all the sto

res except two or three are first class. The few second class shops 

are located on the margins o~ the main commercial area where they 

do not attract as many customers. 

The second centre of impobtance is entirely different as it deals 

with somewhat different customeBs. For this reason it is not con

centrated within a few walking blocks but rather over a long dis

tance. It is a typical example of a decentralized business. district. 

This district is seen in the long chain of stores and shops spread 

out along Main street est. 



They have three common features in that they are all relati

vely new, they are all first class and finally in that they play & 

double purpose. They naturally serve~·their immediate surrounding 

districts but, more important, they cater to out-of-town customers 

as well as tourists using highways #2, 1.8, and #.102. The best exam

ple of this feature is offered by the presence of a- . second Loblaws 

supermarket within two miles of the store in Westdale. This second 

supermarket is located on Main street West near the city limits 

(illus. 11, page 50}. It serves South-West Hamilton as well as 

Ancaster and neighbouring sections of Dundas. Contrasting with the 

Westdale store, this one has much larger ~arking facilities. There 

are two reasons for this. One is that this store was built recent

ly at a time when large parking lots were recognized a necessity. 

The other reason is that '- the sif>ppers here almost invariably have_ to 

come by car because they are covering larger distances than would 

the Westdale customers who may walk to their supermarket. 

The story repeats itself over again in the case of the restau

rants which look quite attractive (f llus. 12, page 50). In Westdale, 

they are modest and do not offer parking facilities. Here, on the 

other hand, they display spacious parking lots. 

The remaining array of stores include the usual groceries, 

barber shops, banks and so on. A- departure from the common however 

may be seen in the new Westdale bowling lanes (near by the Westdale 

secondary schools).~ This commercial enterprise serves much of Ha

milton in addition to West Hamilton. Lastly, mention should be made 

of the vestdale hotel which is located at the corner of Main street 

West and Longwood road, the junction point of highways #8 and #6. 

The hotel which is a restaurant as well is the only outlet of al-



Illus. 11. Compare this commercial- development 
with illus. 10 on page 47. Note especially the 
large parking lot. 

Illus. 12. A __ restaurant on Main street West. 
This one caters to tourists as well as local 
residents. 

.., 

MILLS MEMORIAC LIBRARY. 
McMASTER .UNIYt:RSI~ 
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o.oholic beverages in West Hamilton. Furthermore, the Westdale hotel 

offers entertainment in the form af visiting jazz g~oups, an enter

prise which has had much success lately. 

Final~y, reference should be made to the third group of commer

cial enterprises, the neighbourhood stores. There are severall of 

them scattered mostly in South-West Hamilton. Common distinguishing 

factors are their relatively small market - they serve only a few 

blocks -, their inherent poor appearance - because they are serving 

such a small area -, and the nature of the products sold. All of the 

stores display a wide variety of goods including groceries, cold 

meats, newspapers, tobaccoes and cheap toys. 

Because of locational limitations the stores are second rate. 

Very often they are converted dwellings. off the busy thoroughfares. 

Being poorly kept, they do not present a very pleasant sight. Never

theless, they manage to remain open from the proceeds of their mea

ger sales of certain commodities which are essential to the customer 

but which sometimes runout ttunexpectantly". Such include mostly ciga-.. 

rettes and foodstuffs. 

c. Summary. 

West Hamilton's commercial districts are not very extensive but 

are adequate to serve the local residents as well as passing tourists 

and commuters. On the whole the stores are well located which accounts 

for their comparative prosperity (except p~rhaps for the neighbour

hood stores). The relative wealth of West Hamilton demands in gene

ral high standards of service which are usually met by the dealers. 

And so are found mostly first class stores except in South-West Hamil-

tOll. 
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IV. !hdustrial districts. 

In the classification of industrial sites, all the industries 

have been subdivided into two groups depending upon the natute of 

the products made. If raw materials are being processed to finished 

ox semi-finished goods, one. has a heavy industry. On the other hand, 

if semi-finished goods are being reworked into consumer's goods rea

dy for marketting, one has al light industry. If serviees 1n the na

ture of consulting engineering are sold , such firms are considered 

as light industries. In the cases of warehouses and stora-ge yards, 

these are classified in the .light of the industries with which they 

a-.re associated. 

~ Heayy industries, 

By the nature of their operations, heavy industries require 

much space and cheap but efficient transportation routes in order to 

handle efficientlu large quantities of raw material •. Immediately 

one can see that West Hamilton is not suited for such purposes des

pite the fact that there are several heavy industries. Furthermore, 

heavy industries are not easily moved. Most of them were located 

before 1930: but on the other hand certain ·parts of West Hamilton 

are more recent and have occupied most of the remaining land so, 

on this count also, the conditions do not seem to be favourable. 

Nevertheless, four firms have managed to set up their workshops 

in West Hamilton. None of them are very large and it is with hesi

tation that the title of heavy industr ies is given to them. They 

include the Canadian Porcelain co., the Stanley Crawford Concrete 

Block co., the_ Frid brick co., and the Red-n Mix co. 

The Canadian Porcelain co. is located below the "Mountain" near 

some freight yards (fig. z, back cover and fig. 8, page 31). The 
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Frid brick co., and the Stanley Crawford Concrete Block co. ~re 

located in the Chedoke valley near Tope crescent whereas the Red-D 

Mix -. co. is located · on a gravel bar on Main street West close t ·o 

a railway line •. Therefore all the firms are hemmed in by residential 

or other light industrial developments •. The Canadian Porcelain ~llS 

the advantage of e~cellent railway transport but its expansion 

is limited by other developments. The Red-D Mix. co. is in a similar 

position but in as far as the two firms are concerned , all the mo

vements of goods has to be dome by means of trucks. Similarly, the 

raw materials must be brought in from varying distances because the 

required clays and sands are not available on the very site of the 

industries. U-nder such conditions, one cannot expect the industries 

to be very large. Of the four, the Stanley Crawford Block co. an~ 

the Red-D Mix co. seem to be the more prosperous. The Canadian Por

celain co. holds rather steady while the Frid brick co. is somewhat 

declining. (Illus. 13 and 14 page 54). 

b. Light industries. 

Qf greater importance to the area are the light industries. 

These are scattered along Main street West and the TH.&B. - C.N.R. 

railway lines reflecting thus the importance o! transportation. By 

far the most important plant is the Canadian Westinghouse factory 

at Longwood and Aberdeen streets. Smaller but also significant are 

the Donald Wire Rope co. and the John Deere farming equipment co., 

both located near Ewan road (fig. 8, page 31 and illus. 15 page 55). 
In addition , a host of other industries have warehouses and branch 

offices located in the same general area. Finally, there are a few 

smaller concerns dealing in specialized services. 



Illus. 13. An industrial district. The Stanley 
Crawford Block co., to the right, is typical 
of heavy industries while the smaller shops to 
the left are light industries. 

54. 

Illus. 14. Because of local competition as well 
as the development of residential districts, 
heavy industries do not always flourish. This is 
the case of the Frid brick co. 



Illus. 15. West Hamilton still has a little va
cant industrial land. Future expansion will pro
babl¥ take place on this site near Ewan road. 

Illus. 16. A portion of the Canadian Westing
house (West Hamilton plant). Becausa of the 
clean appearance, the absence of fumes and 
little noise coming from this factory, there 
is a minimum reduction in value of the sur
rounding districts. 

55. 
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The Canadian Westinghouse co.ltd. operates several plants 

in Hamilton and the one located in West . Hamilton specializes in 

electronics (illus. 16, page 55). The plant itself is very modern, 

does not produce any smoke or noise and no serious land conflicts 

arise between it and the adjacent residential districts. The facto

ry ships some of its products by trucks but most of them are sent 

by railway cars. There are several connecting lines between the 

plant and the near-by freight yards from which the products are 

sent across Canada. 

The John Deere farming equipment co. is also very well served 

by both road and rail connections. Here are manufactured1 tractors 

and general and general farming equipment (illus. 17., page 57). 

This company is not very large but its products find their way all 
• 'i 

across S'outhern Ontario. 
'""' 

Both the Westinghouse and the John Deere companies are only 

indirectly important to West Hamilton. Not even the labour force is 

entirely "West Hamiltoniahui;_ the firms have a far reaching influence 

and attract employees from a wide area. However~ their very presen

ce adds to the economic viability of the area. 

The other industries are scattered a1ong both Main street West 

and the railway tracks. They include contractors yards (building), 

engineering firms, industrial warehouses for the storage of stock 

or equipment, aluminium window worksho.ps, a lumber yard and so on. 

The major distinguishing factors of these sites is their connection 

with construction and their cleanliness as well as their modern 

styles as examplified by illus. 18 on page 57. The buildings are 
8nd 

low, have large windows are gaily decorated. Often the sur!ace 

area of the sites is small but it is well used. 
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Illus. 17. Both raiILand road serve this plant, 
that of the John Deere co. 

Illus. 18. A smaller light industry along Main 
street West. Many similar firms are located in 
West Hamilton. Most of them are very neat as 
may be seen above. 
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There is another cluster of light industries located on Frid 

street. The general appearance of the area is much different from 

the other light industries in West Hamilton. It is even somewhat 

depressing because the buildings are older and because little or 

no effort is made towards beautifying the site. The nature of the 

manufacturing is partly responsible for this situation. Contrasting 

with the Main street West light industrial firms where industrial 

services, precision instruments or specialized clean products were 

sold, the Frid street area is covered with dirty warehouses, untidy 

storage yards and factories handling coal and other fuels as well 

as building materials and moulding clay. Even the milk company 

(Mil-ko) which is located here has not an attractive appearance. 

Alexanian's, a tapestry dealer,and Kiwi, the shoe polish firm, 

are the only two concerns which have attempted to beautify their 

sites. 

Another feature which is common to all these firms is their 

location on a ridge in between the Chedoke valley to the West and 

railway lines to the South and East. 

The products wgich are manufactured in this sub-region are 

shipped by truck or railway. The coal is distributed to residences 

throughout Hamlhlton. With regard to the milk company, the shoe po

lish firm and the pottery, their products are sold throughout Canada. 

Alexanian's maintains . a store in downtovm Hamilton and most of the 

traffic is between these two locations. The warehouses, which are 

operated by the Frid Construction co. and the Pigott Construction 

co., a-re naturally used to store constructionH equipment and supplies. 

These two companies have contracts throughout S9uthern Ontario but 

their main offices are in Hamilton. Finally, also connected with 
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the building trade,is a stone cutting concern. Therefore, as one 

can see, very much traffic flows in and out ofi this relatively 

small area and this would indeed be a nuisance to residential dis

tricts. Fortunately, there are no such zones in the immediate sur

roundings because the land has been occupied by the industries 

before any other development. Furthermore, the area to the West, 

that is the Chedoke valley, was too swampy and sloping for settle

ment. It is as well also that many of the products are shipped 

by rail as this eliminates road traffic. 

The labour force which is employed by these smaller firms co

mes mostly from Hamilton. 

Another light industry found in West Hamilton and which needs 

special mention is actually a public service enterprise: the Onta

rio Hydro-Electric Power Commission. It operates two major· modern 

sub-stations in West Hamilton. One is located on Fria- street and the 

other on Main street West a.;t Newton avenue (f~g; 8, page 31). The 

importance of these sub-stations is self evident. On the whole, they 

have clean, modern, airy and gaily decorated sites. The transfor

mation of power which is undertaken is a smokeless and quiet ope

ration with no direct harmful effects upon the neighbouring resi

dential districts. 

c •. Summary. 

In su.mmary, West Ha~ilton has a limited number of industries, 

the majority of which are classed as ulighttt. For the most part, 

their modern plants and offices are a credit to themselves and to 

the commun~ty. Their importance does not lie in their influence on 

West Hamilton alone but, nevertheless, their presence attracts 

workers and in turn commercial developments, such as restaurants, 
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to serve the labour force. 

There are several reasons for the introduction of industrial 

companies to iest Hamilton. One was that the land formed a new de

velop)Ilent with much open land which attracted some factories. The 

situation has changed since but the companies have remained. Second-

1~, with the opening of West Hamil ton, c_ertain services come to be~ 

iin demand; this factor has attracted other, firms. Finally, highways 

#2, #8 and #L©a and the railway line provide excellent facilities 

for the transport of Iight to moderately bulky goods., Thus even though 

the number and the nature of the factories, i s restricted, est Ha-
mil ton nevertheless. plays an increasingly i-rruportant roTe in Hamil ton 

especia:ll.ly ih the Iight of the smalr. firms which are continually.' 

being intnoduced. We:s:tdale ±:s more static but it is cm Main street 

est, in S
0
uth-West Hamilton, that new plants are being erected. 

Thi·s role played by the area is not limited to industrial produc

tion but to industrial services as well. 

V. Chll tural i:hsti tu ti ons ,, 

West Hamilton is very fortunate in being provided with two ma- . 

j or seats of learning in McMaster university.' and the Hamil ton T.ea

chers} · College, in a:ddition to one secondary school, one private 

schoale and six primary schools. Any boy or girl residing here has 

the opportunity of going as far as university without having to move. 

It would be useless to review here the locational factors which 

were involved in the settling of McMaster university as such have 

been~ studied in chapter two. It should be added however that McMas

ter university (illus. I9, page 61) is continually expanding. Since 

i945, a nuclear reactor, an engineering building, a library, a stu

dents' union buildi'ng, greenhouses, the Physical Sciences building~ 
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Illus. l~. The entrance to Mc faster university. 
Situated in beautiful surroundiings, the c.ollege-. 
is one of the major assets of West Hamilton. 

Illus. 20. The Westda.Ee secondary schools. 
Built in 1931, this school6was once the lar
gest in the Britrsh Commonwealth., To-day, it 
still' prepares students towards various walks 
of life. 
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a field house and a Physi-cal Plant building were added or started •. 

In addition several army barracks were put up as temporary buildings. 

Finally a girls' residence was obtained in near-by Dundas. These 

facilities are truly indicative of growth., The university offers 

various courses in arts and scineces. The separate school· of Divi

nity, under Baptist administration, prepares candidates for the mi

nistry. 

Immediately South of McMaster university is a building housing 

the Hamilton T.eachers College. Here are trained about 700 future 

primary school teachers •. The coll'ege has; been lobated here because 

the. land was available and because the former college, previous to 

its destruction by a fire, had been too crowded. The fact that McMas

ter university is situated here may have had smme i 'nfluence a.s well. 

Nonetheless, the new site is of course much better as it tends to 

centralize higher education in one general area. 

Both McMaster university and the Hamilton Teachers College 

attract students from Hamilton and the surrounding districts as well 

as, to a lesser extent, from across South-Western Ontario. The main 

competing institutions .are · located in Guelph, London, Windsor and" 

Toronto. 

The Westdale secondary schools (illus·. 20, page 61) which are 

located on Main street West at Longwood road are different ~n that 

they serve a smaller area compared to the previous institutions. Most 

of the students are comiing from West Hamilton, however many are 

also coming from the entire area West of the Do~mtown section. Past 

this point, Westdale competes with the other Hamilton high schools. 

The one private school, Hillfield school, i ·s located on Main 

street vest across from Paisley avenue. This more austere looking 
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institution has a limited enrolment bat provides academic training 

from grade I to grade XIII, in other words a complete education up 

to university entrance. There are few buildings on the school l site 

but, on the other hand the playing and sports fields are extensive. 

Because of the, admission fee, only a certain group of students are 

attracted, these being from the higher social bracket. Therefore, 

the school has a .zone of infiuence which extends over the whole city 

of Hamilton. 

The other institutions are primary schools which serve only 

their immediate v\icinity. They are the George R. Allan school loca

ted on King street West at Bond street, Dalewood school cm Ma1n street 

West at Dalewood crescent (illu~. 21, page 64}, Princess Elizabeth 

school .. on Bowman street at Whitney road and Prince ~ilip school 

on Rifle Range road at Whitney (illus •. 2:2, page 64). All these ele

mentary schools are relativ~ly new _ except for the George R •. Allan 

school~ Naturally, they are quite modern and have extensive playing 

fields • . The fifth and sixth primary school's are the Canadian Martyrs 

school- and the Basilica schhi>l. The former i ·s on Main street West 

at Leland whereas the latter i is on King street West near Tope cres

cent. Both are similar to the other primary schools except that they 

fall under the jurisdiction of the Hamilton Separate School Board 

which is Roman Catholic. Just as any specialized institution, both 

schools attract pupils from West Hamilton as well as West central 

Hamilton. 

Other cultural institutions are the Public library (Westdale 

branch) on King street West at South Oval and the Hamilton Art Gal

lery on Main street west at Forsythe avenue. Both buildings were re

cently erected and both are already widely used. The Art Gallery· is 



Illus. 21. The Dalewood public school. New mo
dern elementary schools as the one above were 
recentiy erected to serve the needs or the new 
residential developments. 

Illus •. 22. The Prince Philip school on 1'fllll± ·ey 
road is another modern institution. Note its 
large playing fields. 
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the only one of its kind in Hamilton and thus attracts many visi

tors thanks to its varied expositions (illus. 23, page 66). It has 

been built here for the same reasons that attracted the Hamilton 

Teachers College, namely that the land was available for cultural 

purposes. The Public library was even more a necessity, the nearest 

former public library being the main city library in downtown Hamil

ton. The festern branch library is widely used by students at the 

secondary and elementary schools as well as by adult borrowers. 

Churches. 

Due to ~anada's policy of freedom in religion, many sects or 

denominations are represented in West Hamilton. 

The first place of worship that should be mentioned is the Ca

thedral of Christ the King (Roman Catholic).. It is located in a won

derfully dominant position on a gravel ridge overlooking the Chedoke 

valley (illus. 24, page 6~}. Its majestic Gnthic structure dominates 

the entrance to West Hamilton. Its date of erection corresponds to 

a wave of expansion in the area that saw, for instance, the opening 

of the Westdale secondary schools (1931). It is obvious that the church 

was built to serve the needs of West Hamilton as well as the rest of 

the city for the Cathedral is the place of residence for the bishop 

of the Hamilton diocese. 

There are no other churches in West Hamilton that equal the 

structural magnitude of the Cathedral of Christ the King, but, on 

the other hand there is a great number of smaller churches and cha

pels. Of these, Westdale United church is the oldest and largest. 

Many other denominations are represented; they include anglican 

(illus. 25, page 67), Lutheran, Presbyterian, and Baptist churches. 



Illus. 2=-3. The Hamilton Art Gallery, shown here, 
is one of the touristic, recreational and cultu
ral attractions of West Hamilton. 

Illus. 24. The magnificent Gothic structure of 
the Cathedral of Christ the King dominates the 
urban landscape of West Hamilton. 



Illus. 25. Churches are numerous in West Hamil
ton. This one, which is Anglican, serves the 
King-Cline district. 

mu1 
----' 
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Illus. 26. Shown here is a Jewish temple_ in 
Westdale. The large Jewish population of the 
area is responsible for the erection of this 
temple. 

67. 
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There are as well Jewish temples and sectarian chapels (German Baptists). 

In the distribution of churches the main point to noti~e is 

the relative scattering across West Hamilton except perhaps in West

dale where they are found within a block or so of the main commercial 

districts. No single religious group dominates anywhere even though 

there are points of concentration. The best example is provided by 

the Jewish temple on Cline near King street West. As one may remem

ber from the first sections of this chapter, it is indeed in this sa

me area, Westdale, that are found most Israelite people ( illus. 26, 

page 67). 

VI. Open land. 

Although all the built up aTeas in West Hamilton have been dealt 

with, there remains some open land. Some_ of this is vacant, some is 

in agricultunal use and there are some. parks and- playgrounds. 

a, Vacant lots. 

About 5% o:f the total area of West Hamilton is in vacant lots 

all of which are potentially useful. This includes the two parvels 

of land between Bowman, Baxter, Westwood and Stroud road as well.. as 

some potential: industrial land on Whitney raod at the Rifle Range read. 

The former sections have-, been set aside for residen~ial purposes. Un

til recently, these lots were occupied by war-time houses but they 

have been torn down and already some second class homes are being 

erected. The industrial land is stiJJl empty as such developments are 

much slower because a larger capital putlay is needed. 

There are other small sections o~ vacant land on Main street West, 

at Cline and near Paradise road, which are also being developed pre

sently but the larger single parcel of land is by far the Chedoke 
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valley at the North-Eastern limit of the study area. 

For some time already the Chedoke valley has been used as a 

dump and most of the area has thus been levelled off. To-day only 

the Northern extremity is used for sanitation purposes. In due cour

se the valley could be used for recreational or residential purposes. 

This is how the triangle formed by King street West, Tope crescent 

and Main street West became a park. However, the city of Hamilton 

which regulates the use of the land through a zoning by-law may ha

ve different aims for the newly aquired land. It is quite probable 

that the valley may be used for transportational facilities. 

The final section of vacant land is to be found at the South-

Western limitif-: of the city of Hamilton. Part of the area cannot be 

used for building because it is an Ontario Hydro-Electric Power 

Commission right of way, however, the rest of the land can , and 

is slowly being, used for residential developments. As one goes fur

ther South the land becomes sloping but this has nQt stopped the 

advance of the surveys. 

In summary, therefore, all the lots:; which are not already in use; 

ih West Hamilton could be developecr in a relatively short periodl 

of time should this be necessary. 

b. Parkland' and playgrounds. 

We-st Hamil ton has by far the largest amount of open 11and within 

t he city of Hamilton for parks and other similar recreational pur

poses •. 

The Chedoke Ci vie_. golf course located on beach deposits and 

glacio-fluvial sediments from the l~st glacial era is one of the 

parks. It is found to the SQuth o.f the T.H.&B.-C.N.R. frei ght yards. 
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This . well landscaped golf' course is the scene of many local compe

titions. Professiona~s from foreigh countries are attracted as well. 

To the North is located the other section of developerl public 

p~xkland, tpe Hamilton Royal Botanical Gardens. It is quite different 

in that it appeals more to the nature:· lovers! Trails have been mar

ked off for the convenience of the visitors •. There are also several 

fireplaces and picnic grounds on the higher grounds overlooking the 

Dundas . marsh. All year round, this park attracts both children and 

adults alike. It forms a portion o~ the extensive recreational lands 

at the Western entrance to the city of Hamilton. Earts of the park 

are nat~onally known a:-s-· are the Rock Garden, which is a converted· 

quarry, the Spring gardens and the Sunken gardens which axe naturail. 

depressions which have been drained and beautified. They form typi

cal examples of land which has been modified by human action. 

Other developed public parklands include two playgrounds .Both 

of them are found ih estdale • . One is the Churchill fields. It is 

located immediately .est o~ the George R. Allam school (illus. 27, 

page 71). It offers:: baseball . diamonds and other such facilities to 

sports minded teen agers. The other playground, the Macklih swimming 

pool, located on r..?aklin at Athol street~, shows a greater financiail· 
A 

outlay •. It has a swimming pool as well as a skating rinlt. A note 

must be finally made with regard to the fact that all the primary 

schblols offer some outdoor recreational facilities fvr the younger 

ahildren. 

Cutting across West Hamilton is the upper part of the Chedoke 

valley. It has not been developed as yett as it has been kept as a 

C.rmm game preserve. A small stream which runs at the bottom of it 

disappears at tne Eastern end of the depression where it has been 
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Illus •. 27. Playgrounds are_-, always a necessity 
for children. The Churchill fi.elds which are 
shown here are operated by the city of Hamilton. 
They offer several p~ssibilities for the acti
ve youth. 

r 1 

Illus •. 28. The only agricultural land ~n West 
Hamilton is found on a Hydro-Electric Com. 
right of way. These fields are supervised by 
the Canadian National Institute for the Blind. 



diverted into- the Hamilton Sewage Disposal system •. Presently the 

land is in a wild state and, because of the topographic conditions, 

forms a barrier to industrial and residential developments. 

Finally, a small Rrivate park on Lakelet drive must be mentio

ned. It is nothing more than a larger garden of little to no use to 

the general public. 

In summary, West Hamilton is well provided with recreational 

lands. These are sometimes located in areas which would not be used 

otherwise for any other purpose but some of the better parks are 

found on good flat land • . Such parks serve the greater city of Hamilton 

- as well as West Hamilton and a few of them attract visitors from 

distant places. 

c. Agricultural land. 

The onl·y agricultural land in West Hamilton is found on :Main 

street West ,near the junction of highways #2 and #8 (illus.28, page 

71). This is the remaining section of once very large market gardens. 
in 

It will probably be used for the same purpose because it is~a Hydro-

Electric right of way, a factor which restricts the potential func

tions of the land. Presently, this section is o~erated by the Cana

dian National Institute for tha Blind. 

VII. Urban services, .. Transportation. 

With regard to rail transportation, West Hamilton has no pas

senger station and depends on downtown Hamilton for this service. 

On the other hand it has a freight yard which is located on Aber

deen at Longwood road. It is operated jointly by the C.N.R. and the 

TH.&B. railway. 

The area held by the two companies is not very large and it is 



- Illus. 29. This fire station provides adequate 
protection to e$t Hamilton. 

IJ.lus. 30. A section of highway #lOa. This high
way, as well as several nthers near-by, offe~ 
very good transportation fa~ilities to West Ha
milton., 
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surrounded by other urban developments which prevent expansion 

should this be necessary. To the North, the Chedoke valley forms 

a barrier to expansion as well. Therefore the site is not the best 

but it has been chosen in view of the fact that it is located in a 

natural throughway, the Chedoke creek, along which several lines 

run to join the main trunk lines tm the North. Furthermore, some 

of the yards are located in a huge gravel pit connected to the main 

body of tfue Chedoke valley by a; man-made depression. The pit seemed 

suitable indeed because it has a flat bottom. The Hailway however 

has its advantages in that it is somewhat removed from the main 

residential districts and in that it is near several large indus

tries which it serves. Just as any other freight yard, this one 

handles goods coming in and out of Hamilton and it is also used to 

refit defficient rolling stock. 

Several lines diverge East and West from the yard. The tracks 

going Westward are the only ones to ca~se any inconvenience to 

West Hamilton because they are passing through extensive residential 

districts which tends to diminish the real estate value of the said 

districts. 

· Entering West Hamilton are 4 major highways. Highway #102 comes 

in from the North- est, #2 and #8 from the South-West. They add con

siderably to the traffic on Main street West but, as has been re

viewed, this is essential to south-West Hamilton•·s life. A last high

way, #6, comes in from the North-East and joins in with Longwood 

road. 

The area is also well served by streets and avenues. On the 

whole the street blocks are not too large and offer some variety. 
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Two different street patterns are visible. One i~ the concentric sys

tem. , It is examplified in Westdale. It consists of a circular pat

tern of streets meeting other streets radiating from the core or 

the centre, which ih this case is the commercial district. The other 

pattern which occurs everywhere else is a somwwhat modified form of 

the bleak ar rectangular pattern. Here, as a rule, the streets run 

perpendicularly to each other. As far as could be seenIJf each pattern 

having its advantages and disadvantages, the re tangular arrangment 

is better for commercial developments while the seemingly more diver

sified concentric pattern offers more variety and privacy to the 

residential districts. The value of both systems is not based enti

rely on aesthetics as safety and convenience are also involved. For 

instance, ih the concentric pattern, the street crossings are not 

at right angle and one corner is obviously more obscured than the other. 

Finally, streets are a means of transportation. The quickest way to 

get from one point to another is in a straight line thus the rec

tangular pattern is better in commercial centres where most business

men are in a hurry. Of course, the system has its drawbacks espe-

cial~y when one tries to cross the area diagonally, a disadvantage 

not found in the concentric pattern. 

West Hamilton's vehicular traffic is very heavy especially on 

Main street West. Sometimes, because of weather disturbances, serious 

traffic tie-ups mccur. Other problems have to do with parking espe

cially in Westdale where the few facilities which are offered are in

sufficient to meet the inflow of cars. Such problems do not occur 

along Main street West be.cause the stores are not as centralized and 

as many of them ovm their private parking lot. 

Apart from private cars and trucks, one of the major users of 
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West Hamiltonts thoroughfares is the Hamilton Street Railway co. 

which has three bus lines entering and serving the area. They are 

the Aberdeen bus (along Aberdeen avenue), the Main West along King 

street'- Wes), Cline and Main street West , and the West Hamilton which 

runs along;:·King s.treet ,West, Sterling avenue, University avenue, 

Emerson street· and Whitney road. All the bus lines converge on dovm-

tovm Hamilton. The main bus users include students, workers and shop

pers. It i ·s noted however that Westdale residents do not use the 

auailable buses as much ~s the rest of the population. This has to 

do very much with the social status of the Westdale people: they 

seem to prefer using private cars. 

Among the other available services, West Hamilton obtains its 

water from a reservoir on the slope of the .. escarpment just beyond' 

the Chedoke golf course. This water has naturally been pumped in 

from lake Ontario. Hydro-electric power, natural gas, telephone, 

and sewage systems are ava.iiabla~ The area is protected by a poli

ce force even though there is no police station here as well as a 

fire department which maintains a· .. station on Mainstreet West near 

the Hamilton Teachers College~(illus. 29, page 73). 

In summary it may be said that West Hamilton is well served 

by an adequate transportation network which incLudes modern inter

regional highways (illus. 30, page 73), local city steeets as well 

as a freight yard •. 



Chapter Four: 

THE PAS~, THE PRESENT. AND THE FUTURE: 

A SYNTHESIS. 

--
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TH:& PAST, THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE:: A SYNTHESIS. 

Before embarking on a-i discussion a:i.bout the future of West Ha

mil ton, it is advisable to review some of the problems which aiffect 

the area. Such problems which form an integral part of the urban 

living process will permit a fuller and better understanding Qf the 

future of .est Hamilton. 

a=;, . A few problems. 

West Hamil~on, as it was seen, is an important residential 

suburb. But the question arise~ whether the area adequately fulfills 

this purpose , whether it acts as a vacuum which attracts the entire 

overflow of population or whether it is somewhat segregationist in 

nature. The answer to these problems can be found in the int~rpre

tation of the present land use pattern. 

For very obvious reasons, a residential district should be re

latively quiet, away from large crowds and factories. It should be 

aatractive, airy, spacious and safe for children to play. Further

more , it should be well supplied with services of all sorts. Public 

transportation facilities ought to crisscross the area along the 

main thoroughfares so as to serve every district adequately. In ad

dition, the dwellings should not be located too far from basic com

mercial enterprises as well as primary and secondary schools. 

If West Hamilton is compared to such an isealized residential 

district, immediately some drawbacks appear. It is true that West

dale is secluded and corresponds best to the ideals but South-West 

Hamilton, on the other hand, is more discordant. The grim prospect 

of having railway tracks crossing the area, industries settling in, 

and much traffic along Mairf treet West completely shatters any hope 
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for a quiet and stable residential district. 

This on the other hand ' does not imply that all the homes ought 

to be first class to have a good residential district. It is entirely 

possmble to have third class homes, eHen old ones, which still lol'uk 

attractive. A grass frontage, a few flowers and a painted house saud 

much life. There is no need for vast capital resources to make of 

a house a comfortable home. The civic government is well aware of 

this problem and annually organizes beautification contests. Unfor

tunately, it is always the same citizens who enter year after year. 

On the whole, West Hamilton is well separated from city crowds 

and traffic but on Main street West. Some concern may be caused, ho

wever, by the various industrial enterprises. Some of them, such 

as the Canadian Westinghouse co. ltd., look very clean, are not too 

noisy and produce little or no smoke. Others, on the other hand, as 

on Frid street, present a ghastly sight. It would be hard, however, 

to improve the situation given the nature of the manufacturing which 

is undertaken. The firms, finally, which have opened plants and of

fices on Main street West do not cause quite as much concern. To a 

certain extent their presence is welcome; they are bringing wealth 

to West Hamilton. It may be worth noticing here that there are no 

industries in Westdale and none should come in in the near future 

because the land is already all built up and the pressure on it is 

not very high, for industrial purposes at least. 

In a static picture, Westdale seems to fit quite well the des

cription of an ideal residential distrmct • However, both it and 

S
0
uth-West Hamilton are dynamic bodies. Despite this fact, it is 

hard to imagine that, in a few years, Westdale will change so much. 

On the other hand, it is quite probable that South-West Hamilton 
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wilrLbe the site of functional mutations. This seems to be forecast 

to-day by several symptoms. 

South-West Hamilton is not entirely dominated by the residential 

function. Commercial and industrial activities are quite important, 

so much in fact that sometimes theyr displace the residential role. 

Commerce and light industries are. attracted to South-West Hamilton 

mainly because of its transportational facilities. Sometimes, older 

houses on a busy thoroughfare such as Main street West a~e demoli

shed to make room for new factories. Also because of excellent com

munication routes, South-West Hamilton serves quite a·· wide area. As 

the population grows SQ do the commercial enterprises. However as 

there is little vavant land availa:ble for these firms, this expan

sion is done at the cost of the residential districts which are torn 

do'W!l. 

Westdale however is somewhat 0 bff the beaten tracks 11
·• It has no 

room, and no need, for expansion •. Its population remains steady over 

the years and the facilities which are available are suitable to 

serve this population. Westdale therefore is truly a residential 

district and the other functions which may have come in as a result 

are only secondar~. 

Attempts have been made at controlling the functional changes. 

The best example is provided by the Hamilton zoning by-law which 

was passed on the 25th of July 1950. Amendments have followed pro

viding a good indication that times are changing. According to the 

by-law, certain uses of the land are prevented or promoted as the 

case may be. In a negative way it may even direct the type of buil

ding that should be erected on any one sile . As far as the immedia

te development of the area is concerned, much is left to the discre-
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tion and means of private firms and individual citizens. Therefore, 

it came to be decided that muck of the land bordering Main street 

West and the railway tracks may be used for commercial or industrial 

purposes respectively. In other words, the residences which may be 

present on these sites, can be torn down if the pressure on the land 

is high enough to be replaced by commercial or industrial firms as 

the case may be. 

It is also thanks to the same zoning by-law that much of the 

land which had been set aside for recreational and cultural acti

vities has remained as such as examplified by the Hamilton Royal 

Botanical Gardens. Similarly, the Chedoke valley has been u·rrozen'r-. 

In other words, it cannot be used for any purposes without the ci

vic governmentts approval. 

In actual fact several projects have been presented towards 

the development of the valley. One of the proposals which is the mo

re valid is to build a highway or an expressway along the bottom of 

the depression so as to have a second North-Western entrance to the 

city which entrance would relieve considerably the traffic on York 

street. Objections of various sorts have been raised to the project, 

one .being that such an expressway would by no means solve the traf

fic problem on Main street West •. This objection seems to be quite 

valid but it is also true that York street, as it is to-day, is too 

narrow and quite unsuited to play the role of a modern highway. 

This problem of traffic stoppages is growing more and more se

rious due to a high vehicular PDpulation. One way to counteract it 

is in the use of public transport, however, some people, as in West

dale, do not like this method of travelling. The only other answer 

is not in the widening of the roads but rather in territorial ex

pansion. 
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Westdale has no land upon which to expand but this means that 

the population ought to remain stable and whateYer preblems maJI; 

be present' will not increase in complexity. In South-West Ha~ilton, 

on the other hand the situation is quite different because there 

are many commuters from expanding suburbs who make use of Main street 

We$t. Therefore the functional changes which are presently occuring 

in this area may in turn lead to conurbation. It is thus a very comp

lex . problem that is present in S
0
uth-West Hamilton. 

The flow of traffic running along Main street West has attrac

ted, and still is attracting, commercial and light industrial enter

prises. These in turn displace the re.sidential function to the 

outer suburbs where it may again come in conflict with neighbouring 

urban centres, such as Ancaster or Dundas, where the same process is 

also at work. 

b. West Hamilton's role within the greater city of Hamilton. 

From the land use map, it is quite obvious that above all West 

Hamilton is a residential suburb. , This function becomes quite appa

rent when the amount of land devoted to such a use is studied. 

The second function played by the area is educational •. McMaster 

university, in addition to other institutions, is the dominant fac

tor behind this role. Thirdly, West Hamilton plays an important 

recreational and touristic function for both Hamilton and outside 

visitors, the Royal Botanical Gardens and the Chedoke Golf course 

being the main attractions. Finally, the industrial function cannot 

be minimized. 

These, functions are the most important in West Hamilton, however, 

there are also some minor roles played by the area. Three of them 

may be distinguished. The first one is the commercial function. / 
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In this role, West Hamilton is onLy self-sufficient and has to de

pend on downtown Hamilton for specialized products. Secondly, the 

area is a minor transportation centre ih that freight is shipped 

from the yards on Aberdeen at Longwood road. Finally, West Hamilton 

plays the role of a small religious centre at least as far as the 

Roman Catholic church is concerned. 

Therefore, West Hamilton has to relie upon Hamilton f0r its 

administrative services, sanitation services, police protection, 

as well as all public utilities such as water, gas and electricity. 

While Hamilton depends on its suburb for some services, est Ha-

milton depends even more on the rest of the: city. 

If the area . is considered within the larger realm o~ peninsular 

Ontario, it will be seen that its importance is oniy average. An 

attempt has been made into obtaining the theoretical zone of influ

ence of rlest Hamil ton. , 

The criteria. which was used was the student enrolment at McMas

ter university. The~ reason of this choice is that the university 

can truly be considered a feature proper to West Hamilton alone~ 

Of course, it has many limitations but it does provide some indi

catiim of the extent of West Hamilton's ihfluence. 

Percentages have been c~lculated - with the number of students 

from various towns and cities ih proportion to the total population 

of the same towns or cities. Thus if the ratio ~- :L.:200 (0 .. 5' %) or. 

above, a zone of maximum influence occurs., With a~ ratio1·.of between 

1:2DO and 1;400 {0. • . 5% to 0..25%), ~ a zone of medium influence is found 

while below @. 25% i ·s the zone of little to no influence. 

The results_ of the count has been plotted on a map_ and three 

major belts have appeared as may be seen on i'figts . 9, page 8..4 .. 
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The influence of competition is strongly fel~ in the North-Eastern 

and extrem&;Western areas which have their own colleges or univer

sities. The main ones would include Toronto, Guelph, Waterloo, 

London and Windsor. 

In theory, therefore, the zones are adequate however, in prac

tice, many more criteria ought to be considered. The main result 

would show that the actual zones of influence of West Hamilton are 

much smaller than the ones shovm on fig. 9. but hheir general shape 

should be similar •. 

In a closer study of zones of influence aronnd Hamilton, fig. 

ro, page 86 ought to be used. It shows metropolitan Hamilton as a 

whole. West Hamilton's educational influence, to use the same cri~ 

teria, is felt upon 'b.'te entire area •. This same map, however, has 

a second purposesin that it may he used to show which areas are_ 

liable to be engulfed by West Hamilton in a more or less distant 

future. 

c. West Hamilton's future. 

Should the present rate of evolution remain constant, certain 

probabilities are bound to develop in the next few years. 

In some 2D years or more, the main differences that could be 

noticed would be the higher density of population o~ South-West Ha

milton. In contrast to Westdale that uught to remain fairly cons

tant, this area is the one where mos~ changes will occur. It could 

even be the core, commercial amd perhaps industrial, of" a much lar

ger West Hamilton which may include Ancaster and perhaps even Dun

das which would have been annexed. The dep~ession that separate~ 

West Hamilton from Dundas may be used for parkland or residential 

districts as i 's betrayed by some concern over it by the County of 
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Wentworth Planning Area Hoard.~ 

T.echnical advances will make man's working and living conditions 

somewhat more preasantbbu~, ... Wiles~ startling discoveries are· made, 

tra~fic tie-ups will always be :r;?:Tesent and probably increase. The 

larger number of cars . from the new urban developments will make it 

imperative to construct new expressways • . One of them could even run 

from Dundas North-Eastwards towards T.oronto along the North shore 

of Cootes Paradise. 

Some of the factories on Frid street could be modernized and 

a few more should come in along Main street West or South of it in 

South-West Hamilton along the railway tracks. 

Among other innovations would be a larger commercial centre·, 

also in South-West Hamilton, serving the new areas; new houses will 

spring up on presently unoccupied land. Other things which will. be .. 

modified ~ ~Iu~r the university which ought to be much larger, as 

well . as the Hamilton Teachers College and the Westdale secondary 

schools. Perhaps . a hospital, or at least a clinic, a police station, 

as well as another fire department could be erected should they be 

' necessary. 

The recreational facilities of West Hamilton will be somewhat 

improved but they will remain. They;- should look like landscaped parks 

more than natural or wild parks because an increasing number of 

visitors will deterionate the present conditions. However, this will 

not minimize their importance. 

These trends indicate therefore that South-West Hamilton will 

increase in importance and perhaps overshadow Westdale which ought 

to remain a residential district. The main role of West Hamilton as 

a residential district will not be disturbed but in parts of South-
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West Hamilton • . Despite possible set backs, the area as a whole has 

a bright future. The differences between Westdale and South-West 

Hamilton may grow sharper but, on the whole, West Hamilton should 

form a more important district within the greater city of Hamilton. 
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GQNCLUDING SUMMARY •. 

In this urban study 0£ West Hamilton, the first chapter was 

devoted to the physical background and setting o~ the area. Then, 

chapter twm dealt with the cultural influences. To help understand 

the state of the present land use, Hamilton's history was covered. 

Subsequentiy, chapter three dealt with the result of the interplay 

between the physical conditions of chapter one ~nd the human ihflu

ence 0£ chapter two. In this mime e«tensive section, various urban 

functions were studied on an areal basis. Chapter four saw the preQ 

sentation of a few problems found in West Hamilton and the area's 

role in the city of Hamilton. Finally the chapter ended with a 

brief look at West Hamilton's future. 

It was the purpose of this thesis to show how the environment 

influenced man and how man modified this natural setting. 

It appears that of the two the environment was the more ihflu

enciar. Had it not been for the Chedoke valley, West Hamilton would 

have not developed the way it did. Furthermore, had it not been for 

the presence of the Niagara escarpmenj and the Dundas marsh, the area 

would have not become as important because of the impetus of the 

flow of traffic., Transportation, therefore is the main reason-to-be 

for W~st Hamilton but again transportation routes are directly in

fluenced by natural conditions. 

Onve the urban settlement is established, then the environment 

tends to aecline in importance in the face of man's remodelling 

o~ the setting. The filling of the Chedoke valley, the exploitation 

of depression ~or parks and the divergence of a stream into a sewa

ge system are such man-made modifications. Nonetheless, environment 
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still plays a dominant role. Would it not be for &cretain set of 

conditions, such as gullies, certain uses of the land might have not 

occured, such as first class residential districts. Again for exam

ple, because the land elsewhere is flattish, a railway was ~ntrodu

ced. 

It is quite clear therefore that, even as far as the future of 

West Hamilton is concerned, a icertain pattern of cultural develop

ment is almost entirely directed by the environment. 

In addition to this interplay, there is a fascinating cultural 

difference within West Hamilton. That is of course the relative 

integration of Westdale and the comparative decentralization of 

South-West Hamilton. It can be argued that, once more., this differen

ce is: due to P-hysical conditions which have favoured the settling 

of certain areas first, but it is arso true that the basic differen

ce between the two areas has its roots in human planning or lack of 

it. 

Once a set of conditions has been introduced by man within the 

physical framework, the urban machinery has been set into motion, 

one reaction attracting or causing another. For example the opening 

to traffic on Main street West has attracted commerce and industry. 

In turn these two functions attract more people, people more com

mercial firms and so on. The process which, in theory at least, is 

a never ending pne is not peculiar to~ West Hamilton alone but has 

been most important, as far as transportation is concerned at least, 

in the development ~ the area as it is known to-day. 
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APPENDIX. 

Appendix A. 

Monthly average of mean temperature (degrees F.). 

Ja.: 23 Ma,: 55 Se.: 

Fe,: 23 Ju •. : 65 Oc,: 

Ma,: 31 Ju.: 71 No,: 

Ap,: 43 Au.: 68 De:.: 

Yearly average: 46 

Years· of observation: 46. 

Appendix lL 

Ja.: 

Ee.: 

Ma.: 

A.p • . : 

Average monthly snowfall in inches. 

Average precipitation tn inches. 

15.7,----2.68 Ma •. : --------a. 32 

13. 3----2. 4 3 Ju.: --------2.64 

l<I.4"'"---~ 74 Ju,: --------3.09 

1.8----2.21. Au~: --------4-32 

61 

50 

38 

27 

ae.: 

Oc •• : 

No.: 

De=_.: 

~otal yearly precipitation: 3P.93~ 

T.Otal y~arlj.y- snow : 58 •. ~ · 

Years_ of observation : 46_· 

A.verage number of days with measurable snow. 

Ja-.: 13 Ma.:: 11 Sep.: II 

Fe.: 10 J"u.: II Oo .•. : trace. 

Ma,: 8 Ju.: II Nb,: 4 

Ap. :: 4r Au.: II De: •. : 8 

Tota.:i number of days: 47 

Years of observation:. ~~3 

-------2:. 87 

--------2. 6Gr 

4.3---2.56 

11.a----2.48 



Appendix-;: C. 

Mathod used in the classification ef residences. 

Distribution of the numerical values: 

Real Estate value •••.••••••••••• .• 8o;i&, 

L·o,cation 
0 

Physical •••• 5% 
Culltural •••• $'$-.............. ·-••• JJO% 

rr pke e.p:-. • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • 8 %" 

Location aad :miisc ........... , •••••••• 2%: •••••••••• T"t.tal l.00%. 

Basia. values (third class:); 

Real Estate value •.•.• _ 8,aoo-.oo 

Location ••••••••••.••. $ 1, QOO. 00 

U-pkeep ••••••••••• -.~ •• $ 

Others. ................. .... ,$_ 

aoo .• oo. 

200 . .. 00 

Second class•-· ~11 values are multiplied by a· coefficient of: 2 

First class--- t · ttl t.t : r.t. 

SUperiorl"l------ 11 t<I: tt• 11 It 6. 




